
LSJ series reducer for drawing machine





LSJ series reducer is suitable for straight wire drawing machine;

LSJ series reducer is designed by the installation characteristics of the straight wire drawing 
machine, the specification and dimension of each model is standardized and highly integrated. 
                                                                                                                    

LSJ series gearbox and water plate adopt integrated design. The inner of water plate has a back-
water hole and the outer with inlet hole to make sure the cooling water of the drum discharged 
freely, and strengthen the wire cooling and assures the wire strength after drawing.

LSJ series gearbox has oil filler, oil drain, oil sight glass and breather, which is convenient for gear-
box maintenance. Internal of the gearbox uses complete oil lubrication to ensure sufficient lubri-
cation of the rolling parts.

LSJ series reducer adopts planetary structure with high efficiency, high output torque, high load 
capacity and smooth operation. It guarantees good climb of steel wire on drawing capstan.

LSJ series reducer’s input parts use unloading structure to ensure that no radial force on the input 
shaft and only bear torque which will increase the input part oil seal service life;

LSJ series reducer can be easily installed by machining mounting holes on the water plate. 
Remove belt and lift the gearbox from base frame, it is convenient for installation and mainte-
nance. 
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Shanghai Ferrocar Machinery Manufacture Co., Ltd.

Product data in the document is only for reference,with no further notice about the change therein,Where the image does not coincide with the sample,the sample shall prevail,
The right of interpretation rests with the company.
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